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ABSTRACT
Web spam can significantly deteriorate the quality of search
engines. Early web spamming techniques mainly manipulate
page content. Since linkage information is widely used in
web search, link-based spamming has also developed. So far,
many techniques have been proposed to detect link spam.
Those approaches are basically variants of link-based web
ranking methods.
In contrast, we cast the link spam detection problem into a
machine learning problem of classification on directed graphs.
We develop discrete analysis on directed graphs, and construct a discrete analogue of classical regularization theory
via discrete analysis. A classification algorithm for directed
graphs is then derived from the discrete regularization. We
have applied the approach to real-world link spam detection
problems, and encouraging results have been obtained.

Categories and Subject Descriptors
H.3.3 [Information Search and Retrieval]: Retrieval
models; I.2.6 [Learning]: Concept learning; G.2.2 [Graph
Theory]: Graph labeling

General Terms
Theory, algorithms, performance

Keywords
Directed graph, discrete analysis, discrete regularization,
transductive inference, link spam

1.

INTRODUCTION

Web search engines are playing an increasingly important
role in our daily life. In order to attract more traffic, the
authors of some websites try to manipulate the ranking lists
from web search engines such that their websites are ranked
at top positions. The manipulation techniques depends on
how a web search engine ranks the web pages for a given
query. Such techniques are called spamming.
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The first generation of web search engines are mainly built
on the classical vector space model of information retrieval
[11]. Under this model, if a query term repeatedly occurs
in a web page, then the web page will be given a high rank
for that query. Thus web spam pioneers manipulated the
content web pages through keyword stuffing [21]. Specifically, they added many copies of highly searched keywords to
their web pages in an attempt to gain traffic. Those stuffed
keywords may be hidden from users by using a variety of
mechanisms such as white text on a white background.
Since link analysis algorithms were incorporated into search
engines [19, 4, 16], corresponding spamming techniques have
been developed [13, 29, 22]. In those algorithms, the more
links that point to a web page, the more important the web
page may seem to a search engine. Thus web spammers will
try to create a large number of links to their web pages by
getting unrelated web sites to link to them, using automated
techniques to post links to their web sites onto other web
pages or just creating lots of their own pages and web sites
and linking them all together. In addition, some web sites
reciprocally exchange links. This is likely to be spam if those
web sites are unrelated.
Since web spam can mislead a search engine to return
low quality or even entirely irrelevant information to users,
we need to remove the spam pages from the web corpus
accessed by the search engine. Human experts generally can
effectively identify web spam. However, it is quite easy for
a spammer to create a large number of spam pages and to
manipulate their link structure. So it is impractical to detect
web spam only using human judges, and automated methods
are needed. The automatic approach can be supervised (in
which some spam examples are provided) or unsupervised
(in which they are not).
In this paper, we cast the link spam detection problem
into a machine learning problem of classification on directed
graphs. For the latter, we have a directed graph, and some
nodes on the graph that have been labeled, for instance, as
spam or normal. The task is to label the remaining unclassified nodes. For attacking this problem, we develop
discrete analysis on directed graphs, and then use the developed discrete operators to establish discrete regularization
theory. As is well known, many learning approaches, like
Support Vector Machines (SVMs) can be understood under
regularization framework [27, 28]. Similarly, our classification approach will be derived from our discrete analog of
regularization.
Classification on directed graphs belongs to transductive
inference [27] rather than induction. Given a set of objects

X = {x1 , x2 , . . . , xl , xl+1 , . . . , xn } from a domain of X (e.g.,
Rd ) of which the first l objects are labeled as y1 , . . . , yl ∈
Y = {1, −1}, the goal is to predict the labels of the remaining unlabeled objects indexed from l + 1 to n. Any
supervised learning algorithm can be applied to the above
inference problem, e.g., by training a classifier f : X → Y
with the set of pairs {(x1 , y1 ), . . . , (xl , yl )}, and then using
the trained classifier f to predict the labels of the unlabeled
objects. Following this methodology, one will have to estimate a classification function defined on the whole domain
X before predicting the labels of the unlabeled objects. Estimating a classification function defined on the whole domain
X is more complex than the original problem which only requires predicting the labels of the given unlabeled objects,
and a better approach is to directly predict the labels of
the given unlabeled objects. In other words, we should estimate a discrete classification function which is defined on
the given objects in X only. Such an estimation problem
is called transductive inference. In psychology, transductive reasoning means linking particular to particular with
no consideration of the general principles. It is generally
used by very young children. In contrast, deductive reasoning, which is used by adults and older children, means the
ability to come to a specific conclusion based on a general
premise.
This paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we review the link spam detection literature. We then present
some basic notions on directed graphs and Markov chains
in Section 3, as a primer and to establish notation. In Section 4, we define a number of discrete operators for directed
graphs, including gradient, divergence, and Laplacian. In
particular, those discrete operators and also their properties are constructed mainly in a coordinate-free fashion, as
is sometimes used in theoretical physics. In Section 5, we
develop a discrete analog of classical regularization theory.
This analog is defined on directed graphs, and it leads to a
new classification algorithm. Finally, we validate our regularization based approach on real-world link spam detection,
and the experimental results are shown in Section 5.

2.

RELATED WORK

Brin and Page proposed a ranking measure on web pages
from a model of a web surfer randomly following hyperlinks and this rank measure is well known as PageRank [4].
Specifically, at each web page, the web surfer either selects
an outlink uniformly at random to follow with a certain
probability, or jumps to a new web page selected from the
whole web uniformly at random again with the remaining
probability. The stationary probability of a web page in
this random walk is regarded as the ranking score of the
web page. The basic assumption behind PageRank is that
a hyperlink from one page to another is a recommendation
of the second page by the author of the first. If we use this
assumption recursively, then a web page is considered to be
important if many important web pages point to it.
In Brin and Page’s rank measure, the use of random jumps
to uniformly selected pages is a way to deal with the problem
that some high quality web pages have no outlinks although
they are pointed by many other web pages. However, in
addition solving this problem, random jumps turn out to be
a powerful parameter to adjust page ranks. In particular, if
we let the random web surfer in the random process jump
to a certain part of the web, that is of particular interest

to a user, much more frequently than other web pages, the
resulted rank is then personalized to that user [4, 14].
Random jumps can also be adopted to combat web spam,
and the corresponding algorithm is called TrustRank [13].
The basic idea is to let the random web surfer jump to a set
of pages which have been judged as of high quality by human
experts. With this choice for the random jumps, the stationary probability of a web page is regarded as its trust score,
and a web page with a trust score smaller than a chosen
threshold value will be considered to be spam. TrustRank
can also be understood as follows: initially, only the selected
good seed pages have trust scores equal to 1, and the trust
scores of other web pages are 0; each seed page then iteratively propagates its trust scores to its neighbors, and its
neighbors further propagate their received scores to their
neighbors. The basic assumption underlying this algorithm
is that web pages of high quality seldom point to spam ones.
A counterpart of TrustRank has been developed, and it
is called Antitrust Rank [22]. In this approach, the random
web surfer either selects an inlink uniformly at random to
reversely follow with a certain probability, or jumps to a
new web page randomly selected from a web page set which
have been judged as spam by human experts with the remaining probability. The stationary probability of a web
page is referred to as its Antitrust Rank scores. A web page
will be classified as spam if its score larger than a chosen
threshold value. In terms of propagation, the scores in Antitrust Rank are propagated in the reverse direction along
the inlinks, while the scores in TrustRank are propagated
along the outlinks. The basic assumption underlying Antitrust Rank is that a web page pointing to spam pages is
likely to be spam. The experimental results in [22] shows
that Antitrust Rank outperforms TrustRank at the task of
detecting web spam with high precision at various levels of
recall.
Baeza-Yates, Boldi and Castillo propose a variant of PageRank, which is called functional ranking [2]. Essentially, they
consider a general ranking function that depends on incoming paths of varying lengths weighted by some chosen
damping function that decreases with distance. PageRank
then can be understood as a rank function with a particular
dumping function shown to be (1−α)αt , where α is a damping factor in ]0, 1[, typically 0.85 [4], and t is the length of
a path. The functional ranking can be expected to be useful in link spam detection. The web page participating in
a link farm can gain a high PageRank score because it has
many inlinks from its neighbors. Hence, we can demote the
web page via choosing a damping function that ignores the
direct contribution of the first level of links.
The link spam detection issue can also be considered in
a typical machine learning fashion [21, 6]. In this methodology, first we need to design some features that are useful
in detecting spam, and represent each web page as a vector
of which each element describe one kind of spam feature.
Those features can be the number of inlinks, the number of
outlinks, the PageRank score, and so on. We then choose
a well studied classifier, like a neural network, decision tree
or SVM, and train it with a set of examples of normal and
spam web pages which have been judged by human experts.
Finally, the trained classifier is used to predict if a given web
page is spam or not. The main issue in this methodology is
that the efficiency of a spam feature is generally validated
only on the web pages which are not sampled from the en-

is both strongly connected and aperiodic, the random work
defined by Equation (2) converges to the Perron vector π.
Unless stated otherwise, the directed graphs we considered
are always assumed to be strongly connected (Figure 1).

4.

Figure 1: A directed web graph with 9 web pages
and 17 hyperlinks. Note that this graph is strongly
connected.
tire web uniformly at random, but from large web sites and
highly ranked web pages. Consequently, the trained classifier is biased to those selected web pages, and it does not
generalize to the whole web effectively.

3.

BASIC NOTIONS

Let G = (V, E) denote a directed graph, where V is the set
of vertices, and E the set of edges. For a given edge e ∈ E,
denote the initial vertex of e by e− , and the terminal vertex
of e by e+ . We also denote by (u, v) an edge from the vertex
u to the vertex v. It is clear that an undirected graph can be
regarded as a directed graph with each edge being double
oriented. A graph G is weighted if it is associated with a
function w : E → R+ which assigns a positive number w(e)
to each edge e of G. Let G = (V, E, w) denote a weighted
directed graph. The function w is called the weight function
of G. The in-degree d− and the out-degree d+ of a vertex
v ∈ V are respectively defined as
X
X
d− (v) =
w(e), and d+ (v) =
w(e). (1)
{e|e+ =v}

{e|e− =v}

A path is a tuple of vertices (v1 , v2 , . . . , vp ) with the property that (vi , vi+1 ) ∈ E for 1 ≤ i ≤ p − 1. We say that a
directed graph is strongly connected when for every pair of
vertices u and v there is a path in which v1 = u and vp = v.
For a strongly connected graph, there is an integer k ≥ 1
and a unique partition V = V0 ∪ V1 ∪ · · · ∪ Vk−1 such that
for all 0 ≤ r ≤ k − 1 each edge (u, v) ∈ E with u ∈ Vr has
v ∈ Vr+1 , where Vk = V0 , and k is maximal, that is, there
0
0
0
is no other such partition V = V0 ∪ · · · ∪ Vk0 −1 with k > k.
When k = 1, we say that the graph is aperiodic; otherwise
we say that the graph is periodic.
For a given weighted directed graph, there is a natural
random walk on the graph with the transition probability
function p : V × V → R+ defined by
p(u, v) =

w(u, v)
d+ (u)

(2)

for all (u, v) ∈ E, and 0 otherwise. If the graph is strongly
connected, there is a unique function π : V → R+ which
satisfies
X
X
π(u)p(u, v) = π(v), and
π(v) = 1.
(3)
u∈V

v

The first equation in (3) is called the balance equation, and
π is called the Perron vector. For a general directed graph,
there is no closed form solution for π (see [8]). If the graph

ANALYSIS ON DIRECTED GRAPHS

We define discrete operators on directed graphs, which
are slight variants of the definitions presented in [32]. Those
operators are discrete analogs of the corresponding differential operators on Riemannian manifolds, for example, see
[18]. The discrete operators are then used to develop a discrete analog of classical regularization theory [26, 28]. Consequently, as in other regularization based machine learning algorithms in vectorial spaces, for instance, SVMs, our
classification algorithm for directed graphs will be naturally
derived from the discrete regularization.
Let F (V ) denote the set of all real-valued functions on
V, and F(E) the set of all real-valued functions on E. The
function set F (V ) can be regarded as a Hilbert space H(V )
with the inner product defined by
X
hϕ, φiH(V ) =
ϕ(v)φ(v)π(v),
(4)
v∈V

where ϕ, φ ∈ F (V ). Let c(e) = π(e− )p(e). The number c(e)
is called the ergodic flow on e. It is easy to check that the
ergodic flow is a circulation, that is,
X
X
c(e) =
c(e), ∀v ∈ V.
(5)
{e|e− =v}

{e|e+ =v}

A Hilbert space H(E) over F(E) can be constructed with
the inner product defined by
X
hϑ, ψiH(E) =
ϑ(e)ψ(e)c(e),
(6)
e∈E

where ϑ, ψ ∈ F (E).
We define the discrete gradient ∇ : H(V ) → H(E) as an
operator
(∇ϕ) (e) := ϕ(e+ ) − ϕ(e− ), ∀ϕ ∈ H(V ).

(7)

For simplicity, (∇ϕ) (e) will be also denoted as ∇e ϕ. For
gaining an intuition of this definition, one may imagine a
set of buckets, and some of them are connected by tubes.
Assume a tube e which connects buckets e− and e+ , and
the quantities of fluid in buckets e− and e+ to be ϕ(e− ) and
ϕ(e+ ). Then the flow though the tube should be proportional to the pressure difference and hence to ϕ(e+ )−ϕ(e− ).
When the fluid distributes itself uniformly among buckets,
that is, ϕ is constant, the pressure differences will disappear
and consequently there will be no flow in tubes any more,
that is, ∇ϕ vanishes everywhere.
As in the continuous case, we define the discrete divergence div : H(E) → H(V ) as the dual of −∇, that is,
h∇ϕ, ψiH(E) = hϕ, − div ψiH(V ) ,

(8)

where ϕ ∈ H(V ), ψ ∈ H(E). By a straightforward computation, we obtain


X
1  X
c(e)ψ(e) −
c(e)ψ(e) .
(div ψ)(v) =
π(v)
−
+
{e|e =v}

{e|e =v}

(9)

By following the above fluid model, the divergence measures
the net flows at buckets. Now we can generalize the concept
of circulation in terms of divergence. A function ψ ∈ H(E)
is called a circulation if and only if div ψ = 0.
We define the discrete Laplacian ∆ : H(V ) → H(V ) by
1
∆ := − div ◦∇.
2

(10)

Compared with its counterpart in the continuous case, the
additional factor in Equation (10) is due to edges being oriented. From Equation (10), we have
h∆ϕ, φiH(V ) =

1
h∇ϕ, ∇φiH(E) = hϕ, ∆φiH(V )
2

(11)

Note that the first equation in (11) is a discrete analog of
Green’s formula. In addition, Equations (11) imply that ∆
is self-adjoint. In particular, when ϕ = φ, we have
h∆ϕ, ϕiH(V ) =

1
1
h∇ϕ, ∇ϕiH(E) = k∇ϕk2H(E) ,
2
2

(12)

which implies that ∆ is positive semi-definite. By substituting Equations (7) and (9) into Equation (10), we have
1
(∆ϕ)(v) = ϕ(v) −
2π(v)

X
·
c(e)ϕ(e− ) +
{e|e+ =v}

Define a function y with y(v) = 1 or −1 if v ∈ S, and 0 if
v ∈ S c . For classifying those unclassified vertices in S c , we
define a discrete regularization
©
ª
argmin k∇ϕk2H(E) + Ckϕ − yk2H(V ) ,
(17)
ϕ∈H(V )


X

c(e)ϕ(e+ ) (13)

{e|e− =v}

When the graph is undirected, that is, each edge being double oriented, Equation (13) reduces to
1 X
(∆ϕ)(v) = ϕ(v) −
w(u, v)ϕ(v).
(14)
d(v) u∼v
Equation (14) has been widely used to define the Laplacian
for an undirected graph, for example, see [9]. For the connection between the undirected Laplacian and the Laplacian
in the continuous case, we refer the reader to [15]. Define
a family of functions {δv }v∈V with δv (u) = Iu=v , which is
clearly a basis of H(V ). The matrix form of ∆ with respect
to this basis has the following components:

 c(u, v) + c(v, u)
−
u 6= v,
∆am (u, v) =
(15)
2π(u)
 1
u = v.
This matrix is not symmetric. However, if we choose another basis {π −1/2 (v)δv }v∈V , then we can represent ∆ as a
symmetric matrix

v) + c(v, u)
 − c(u,
p
u 6= v,
∆sm (u, v) =
(16)
2 π(u)π(v)

1
u = v.
This matrix has been used to define Laplacian for directed
graphs [8, 32].

5.

Figure 2: Classification on a web graph. Those
nodes are labeled as two classes, normal and spam
web pages.

LEARNING ON DIRECTED GRAPHS

Given a directed graph G = (V, E, w), and a discrete label
set L = {−1, 1}, the vertices in a subset S ⊂ V have labels
in L. The task is to predict the labels of those unclassified
vertices in S c , the complement of S. The link spam detection
problem can be cast into classification on a directed graph
(Figure 2).

where C > 0 is the regularization parameter. Intuitively, in
the objective function, the first term forces the classification
function to be as smooth as possible, and the second term
forces the classification function to fit the given labels as
well as possible.
When choosing the basis {δv }v∈V , Equation (17) can be
written as
(
X
¡
¢2
argmin
π(e− )p(e) ϕ(e+ ) − ϕ(e− )
ϕ∈H(V )

+C

e∈E

X

)

π(v) (ϕ(v) − y(v))

2

.

(18)

v∈V

If we scale each function in H(V ) with a factor π −1/2 (in
other words, choose another basis {π −1/2 (v)δv }v∈V ,), then
Equation (18) will be transformed into
!2
(
Ã
X
ϕ(e− )
ϕ(e+ )
argmin
−p
π(e− )p(e) p
π(e+ )
π(e− )
φ∈H(V )
e∈E
)
X
+C
(ϕ(v) − y(v))2 .
(19)
v∈V

This is the classification approach proposed in [32]. However, Equation (18) looks much more natural than Equation
(19).
We have many choices in defining a random walk over a
given directed graph. Here we list three types of random
walk used in our spam detection experiments:
1. Following outlinks uniformly at random. Formally, define a random walk with
w(u, v)
.
p(u, v) = +
d (u)
2. Following links uniformly at random regardless of directionality. Formally, define a random walk with
p(u, v) =

w(u, v) + w(v, u)
.
d+ (u) + d− (u)

3. Following inlinks uniformly at random. Formally, define a random walk with
p(u, v) =

w(v, u)
.
d− (u)

For other choices of random walks, we refer the readers to
[32]. In our spam detection experiments, the third type of
random walk achieves the best performance.
When we adopt the second type of random walk, its stationary distribution has the closed-form expression
d(v)
,
u∈V d(u)

π(v) = P

where d(u) = d+ (u) + d− (u). Substituting the expression
into Equation (19), we have
(
Ã
!2
X
φ(u)
φ(v)
argmin
a(u, v) p
−p
d(u)
d(v)
φ∈H(V )
u∼v
)
X
+C
(φ(v) − y(v))2 ,
(20)
v∈V

where a(u, v) = w(u, v) + w(v, u). This is the classification
approach proposed in [31]. There are several pieces of theoretic work on the statistical analysis of this approach [12, 1].
See also the approaches [17, 33, 3] which are closely related
to that in [31].
Algorithm 1 Transductive Link Spam Detection
Given a web graph G = (V, E), some web pages S ⊂ V
have been manually labeled as normal or spam. We assume
the graph to be strongly connected. Otherwise, we decompose it into strongly connected components. The remaining
unclassified web pages in V may be classified as follows:
1. Define a random walk which chooses an inlink uniformly at random to follow. Formally, this random
walk has the transition probabilities
p(u, v) =

w(v, u)
,
d− (u)

for any u, v in V. Let π denote the vector which satisfies
X
π(u)p(u, v) = π(v).
u∈V

2. Denote by P the matrix with the elements p(u, v), and
Π the diagonal matrix with the diagonal elements π(u).
Form the matrix
L=Π−α

ΠP + P T Π
,
2

where α is a parameter in ]0, 1[.
3. Define a function y on V with y(v) = 1 or −1 if web
page v is labeled as normal or spam, and 0 if v is unlabeled. Solve the linear system
Lϕ = Πy,
and classify each unlabeled web page v as sign ϕ(v).
For solving the optimization problem (18), differentiate

the objective function with respect to ϕ and then obtain
∆am ϕ + C(ϕ − y) = 0,
where the first term on the left hand side is derived from
Equation (11) via the differential rule on inner products.
The above equation can be written as
(CI + ∆am )ϕ = Cy,
where I is the identity matrix. We can check that this linear
system has the closed-form solution
ϕ = C(CI + ∆am )−1 y.
although it is more efficient to solve the linear system directly, rather than computing the inverse.
We summarize our final method in Algorithm 1 for the
choice of random walk that inversely follows the links. In the
algorithm, we use a parameter α ∈]0, 1[ instead of C ∈]0, ∞[.
The relationship between α and C can be expressed as
α=

1
.
1+C

In the last step, the classification is based on the sign of the
function value on each vertex. This is equivalent to setting
the classification threshold to 0. Since in practice it is much
worse to classify a good web page as spam than to classify a
spam web page as good, we suggest to set a threshold smaller
than 0. In Section 5 we will show the details on evaluating
the performance of a spam detection algorithm. In addition,
for decomposing a directed graph into strongly connected
components, we refer the readers to the depth-first search
based approach [25]. The space and time requirements of
this approach are bounded by k1 |V | + k2 |E| + k3 for some
constants k1 , k2 , and k3 , where |V | is the number of vertices
and |E| is the number of edges of the graph being examined.

6. EXPERIMENTS
We address the spam detection issue by using the dataset
of webspam-uk2006-1.2 [7]. This collection includes 77.9
million web pages over 11, 452 hosts. As in [6], we consider
the spam detection issue at the host level. In other words,
we consider if a host is spam or not. The hosts in the dataset
have been manually labeled as normal, borderline, spam,
and cannot judge. For a total, 5.91% hosts are labeled as
spam, and 43.45% hosts are labeled as normal. The remaining 50.69% hosts are borderline or cannot judge.
We can construct a directed graph over hosts as follows.
Each host can be regarded a collection of web pages. Given
two hosts, if there exists a hyperlink from some page on one
host to some page on the other host, then we say that there
is a directed edge between these two hosts. The edge is
naturally weighted by the number of such edges. For a fair
comparison among different approaches, we only consider
the largest subgraph of the host graph in which each vertex
is definitely labeled as spam or normal. In other words, we
remove all vertices which are borderline or cannot judge.
This subgraph contains 5, 622 vertices. We then break it
into strongly connected components. For a total, we obtain
1, 332 components. The size of the largest one is 4, 148, that
is, the largest one contains 73.78% vertices. The second
largest one contains only 21 vertices, and the third largest
one 15 vertices. All of the remaining components contain
less than 10 vertices. In fact, 96.61% of them contain a
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Figure 3: Precision vs. percentage of labeled instances
single vertex only. We choose the largest strongly connected
component to compare different approaches.
Spam detection is a highly unbalanced classification issue. In the above chosen component, only 5.52% vertices
are labeled as spam. Hence, we measure algorithmic performances via precision/recall, rather than classification accuracy. Precision is the ratio of the number of retrieved and
relevant documents to the number of documents retrieved,
and recall is the proportion of the number of relevant documents that are retrieved to the total number of the relevant
documents available. In addition, classifying a normal host
into spam is much worse than classifying a spam host into
normal. That means precision is more crucial than recall.
Consequently, comparing precision with low recall is more
significant than comparing precision with high recall.
We compare four different approaches. One is Antitrust
Rank, and the others are the transductive classification approach with those three kinds of random walks presented in
Section 5. The regularization parameter α is set to 0.15 as
in [32]. The experimental results are summarized in Figures 3 and 4, where the transductive methods with different random walks are denoted as transductive(RW1),
transductive(RW2) and transductive(RW3). Each result
is averaged over 100 trials. In Figure 3, the proportion
of labeled instances varies from 10% to 65% for both spam
and normal examples. The precisions of all compared approaches are illustrated in four figures with a fixed recall
respectively equal to 50%, 60%, 70% and 80%. In Figure 4,
the recall varies from 50% to 100%. The precisions of all
compared approaches are illustrated in four figures with a
fixed proportion of labeled instances respectively equal to
20%, 30%, 45% and 50%.

The experimental results show that transductive classification approaches perform better than Antitrust Rank.
This is because the transductive approaches can utilize both
spam and normal instances while Antitrust Rank only utilizes spam instances. Unlike Antitrust Rank, TrustRank
only utilizes normal instances. We also tested TrustRank in
our experiments, and it is much worse than the above approaches, so we do not list the results from TrustRank. An
obvious reason that Antitrust Rank and TrustRank do not
work well is that some normal blog web sites are spammed.
Specifically, a spam web site puts posts on the normal blog
web sites, and then obtains links from the normal blog web
sites to the spam web site. Consequently, Antitrust Rank
will regard the blog web sites as spam, and TrustRank will
regard the spam site as normal. If we can utilize information from both spam and normal examples, then these issues
suffered by Antitrust Rank and TrustRank will be avoided.
The experimental results also show that, among all transductive approaches, the one based on the inverse random
walk performs best. This can be explained by the observation that a web site which points to spam web sites is likely
to be spam, while a web site pointed by spam web sites may
or may not be spam. Consequently, it is meaningful to inversely follow an inlink of spam web sites for spam detection.
Such a random walk is not good for detecting normal web
sites. That is because a web site pointed by good web sites
is likely to be good while a web site pointing to spam web
sites may or may not be good. However, the weakness of the
inverse random walk does not matter that much. It is pretty
easy to obtain a large amount of normal web site examples,
e.g. university and government web sites, and those normal
examples will be fully exploited by the transductive meth-
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Figure 4: Precision vs. recall
ods. In contrast, it is very hard to judge a web site to be
spam or not. Generally, we need trained human specialists
to manually label web site as spam or normal.

7.

DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION

We proposed discrete analysis on directed graphs, and
developed a discrete analog of classical regularization theory.
A powerful classification method for directed graphs was
derived from the discrete regularization, and it was validated
in real-world spam detection tasks. There are a number of
interesting further directions suggested by this work. We
will restrict ourselves to three such directions.
First, so far, the directed graphs that we considered are
required to be strongly connected. If a graph is not strongly
connected, then we need to break it into strongly connected
components, and consequently carry out the classification
task on each component. Hence, our approach needs both
positive and negative labeled instances in each component.
One would suggest to overcome this issue by adopting the
random walk used in PageRank instead of the natural rank
walk used here. It is well-known that the random walk used
in PageRank converges to a unique stationary distribution.
However, this random walk does not work well in our experiments. Another solution to remedying this issue is to
explore some heuristics which can effectively propagate the
labeling information for the largest strongly connected components to others. As investigated in [5, 20], in the web
graph, there is a single large strongly connected component,
and all other components are significantly smaller in size.
They also show that the distribution of the sizes of strongly
connected components obeys a power law. From this observation, we mainly need to detect spam in the largest strongly

connected component. Once this component is fully labeled,
then the remaining much smaller components can be labeled
via some label propagation from the largest one. Such a
heuristic may work well. However, we believe that there
should exist a principled way to address this issue.
Second, it’s worth exploring how to choose some web sites
to manually label, such that they are more helpful in our
spam detection than those web sites which are randomly
chosen for labeling. Both Antitrust Rank and TrustRank
have addressed similar issues of how to choose those normal
or spam web sites to obtain better performance. How to
choose the most helpful web sites to label is an important
issue in practice because finding spam web sites requires expensive human labor. As we have mentioned, each precision
point in Figures 3 and 4 is averaged over 100 trials. We notice that the precisions in some trials are much higher then
other trials. We can formally describe the issue of selective
labeling as follows. Given a directed graph G = (V, E, w)
and a number k < |V |, we can take the labels of any k vertices and our task is to predict the labels of the remaining
vertices as accurately as possible. We can call it active learning for directed graphs. So far we do not see any literature
on investigating this problem. However, there is much literature on active learning for inductive algorithms (e.g., see
[10, 24, 30]). Those might by helpful for developing active
learning algorithms on directed graphs.
Third, our discrete regularization is built on the discrete
gradient operator which is the first-order differential. It
is obvious that the first-order differential is not powerful
enough in illustrating the smoothness of a function. In classical regularization theory, arbitrary order differentials have
also been considered. In kernel methods, if we use the Gaussian kernel, then the differential at any order will be involved

[23]. For developing a complete discrete analog of classical
regularization and kernel theory for graphs, we have to first
develop the discrete analog of high-order differentials, like
Hessian, connection and curvatures. Regarding this way of
thinking about machine learning issues on graphs or discrete
sets, our research is still at the very beginning.
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